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Clinique has launched New Bronze Trend, its newest limited edition 
makeup collection for a naturally glowing look. 

 

The latest makeup collection features the new Almost Bronzer SPF 15 
alongside a collection of Clinique's best summer colours and limited 
editions for a natural and bronzed look. 

The new Almost Bronzer SPF 15 is a sheer bronzing duo giving custom 
coverage for all skin tones. In a sleek compact with portable brush the 
compact protects skin with SPF 15 whilst giving a veil of natural 
bronze colour. 

The new limited edition Shimmering Stripes Blusher, encased in a 
silver compact, is a multi-purpose pearly luminous blush powder that 



includes four shades of blushing bronze tones. Perfect for an allover 
colour or used as an eye shadow or highlighting blush. 

Long Last Glosswear SPF 15 launches four new limited edition shades. 
Pink Beach, Sunset, Rock Violet and Bonfire all provide long-lasting 
gloss and shine for up to eight hours. SPF 15 helps protect lips from 
the sun's damaging rays while it's moisturising formula conditions and 
helps comfort dry lips. 

The makeup collection also features Clinique's best-selling Lash Power 
Mascara Long-Wearing Formula, guaranteed to look pretty for 24 
hours without a smudge or smear and Uplighting Liquid Illuminator in 
Natural and Bronze for a luminous complexion. 

Finally New Body Daily Moisturiser part of Clinique's new sun 
care and self tan range, creates a natural-looking tan as it softens and 
soothes. Wearers can maintain or build colour with daily application of 
this mistake-proof formula. 

New Bronze Trend is now available at Clinique counters and nationwide 
throughClinique.co.uk 

About Clinique 
Introduced in 1968, Clinique was the first ever dermatologist-created, 
prestige cosmetic brand. Today, Clinique's mission remains what it was 
from the beginning: to provide the highest quality and most effective 
collection of products to enhance every skin type and tone. The 
brand's customised approach and quality products – all meticulously 
tested and carefully formulated with the latest science – have made 
Clinique one of the leading skin care authorities in the world. All 
makeup and skin care products are allergy-tested and 100% fragrance 
free. Clinique offers products for men and women of all ages and 
ethnicities. Clinique is sold in more than 130 countries and territories, 
and over 16,000 sales locations. 
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